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Context



I have a system…

I’d like to think I’ve learned some lessons…

The Physics: Search for a long lived particle 
decaying in the calorimeter

• Unique signature
• Weird calibration
• Messy QCD background

What was done in this framework?

• QCD Background studies
• Studies to select LLPs
• Eventual BDT training using TMVA

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2219571/files/ATLAS-CONF-2016-103.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1501.04020


How big a thing was I dealing 
with?

Number of events (signal + background + control) ~ 2 billion

GRID Data Samples ~ 200

Size of input files 1-2 TB

Number of leaves in processed ntuples ~340

Plots made per job ~400

Number of users 1

Number of Developers 1



Who am I?

He is really only speaking to one person in this room…

We are working on Windows 
support in ROOT

The language is C# - which has some unique features…



Declarative
(a high level analysis language)



Declarative Analysis

What you want to do

How you do it

“The problems with 1000 
events are different from the 
problems with 1M events are 
different from the problems 

with 1B events”

But you still want to make 
plots…



Make A Plot

events
.Select(e => e.Data.eventWeight)
.FuturePlot("event_weights", "Sample EventWeights",

100, 0.0, 1000.0)
.Save(hdir);

What we want to plot

1D Histogram Specification

Save the plot in a file

Note: There is no explicit loop!



Create a Complex Collection
public static Expression<Func<recoTree, recoTreeJets, JetInfoExtra>>

CreateJetInfoExtra = (ev, j) => new JetInfoExtra()
{

Jet = j,
Tracks = ev.Tracks.Where(t => t.pT >= 2.0

&& DeltaR2(j.eta, j.phi, t.eta, t.phi) < 0.4),
AllTracks = ev.Tracks.Where(t => t.pT >= 1.0

&& ROOTUtils.DeltaR2(j.eta, j.phi, t.eta, t.phi) < 0.2),
};

1. Create a new analysis object called JetInfoExtra
2. It contains the original jets
3. It contains a list of all tracks with 𝑝𝑇 > 2.0 and Δ𝑅 𝑗, 𝑡 2 < 0.4
4. It contains a list of all tracks with 𝑝𝑇 > 1.0 and Δ𝑅 𝑗, 𝑡 2 < 0.4

This can now be used to plot against in FuturePlot as before.



Backend

Declaration
(physics)

Translator
(run planning)

TSelector Code 
(C++)

Executor
(Actual running)

Two executors have been written:
• Run locally
• Run on PROOF on small Linux farm (abandoned)

This is writing a 
compiler!! Especially 

the optimization part!



Your Analysis In 
One File



MultiPass
Analysis must flatten in 𝑝𝑇

1. Plot 𝑝𝑇 spectra
2. Apply weight so events are flat in 𝑝𝑇

This is a two pass operation!!

Yet it is just another function call 
and plot generation.

Built in scheduler

(via dependency analysis)



Goal: Reduce need for shell 
scripts

I am going for a one-click analysis

Trying to avoid: Shell scripts that put 
together multiple steps of the analysis.
Can I put the whole analysis in one file?



A side effect of this…

Being able to run an analysis in a CI system was much more powerful than I first guessed

Continuous 
Integration 
Server

Tracks all changes 
to analysis

Artifacts:
• Training (library 

to access)
• Log files
• ROOT files with 

plots

(need caching too – see later)



Tooling Support



Strongly Typed

The ntuple data source 
is strongly typed.

Makes auto-completion 
intelligent (intellisense).

No code in quotation marks: if it compiles it should run!



Rapid Development 
& Production Are 
Same Code



Two Different Scenarios

Rapid Development:

1. Add a new plot
2. Make plot
3. Adjust the #*$&@& binning
4. Re-run

Analylsis Production:

• Run 500 plots
• Including that new one

7 hours~ 10 minutes

And can configure to run only on a single 
file to make turn around time even faster



Code is Data

Declaration Translator

A compiler AST is handed to the Translator

Feature of C#: you can 
write fully type-checked 
code and it will generate 
an AST rather than binary

All sorts of transformation are possible
• Change the shape of your data
• Caching
• Re-order if statements if back end is 

smart
• Enable only needed branches 

automatically



Reshaping Data

Data in the ntuple:
• Jet 𝑝𝑇 array
• Jet 𝜙 array
• Jet 𝜂 array

Write code against:
Array of Jets with:
• 𝑝𝑇 , 𝜙, 𝜂

During compilation step operations on 𝑗[𝑖]. 𝑝𝑇 are translated into 𝑗𝑒𝑡_𝑝𝑡[𝑖]



Caching

Disk Cache

Declaration Translator

Use query as cache key

• Putting the query as data as a cache key 
has some issues

• Sometimes histogram is part of query (e.g. 
event re-weighting) so much hash a 
histogram!

BUT: 500 histograms that don’t have to be 
regenerated takes ~2 minutes rather than 7 hours.



Efficiency for multiple plot
events

.Select(e => e.Data.eventWeight)

.FuturePlot("event_weights", "Sample EventWeights", 100, 0.0, 1000.0)

.Save(hdir);

events
.AsGoodJetStream()
.FuturePlot(JetPtPlotJetStream.ResetWeight(), "pt_unweighted")
.Save(hdir);

events
.AsGoodFirstJetStream()
.FuturePlot(JetPtPlotJetStream.ResetWeight(), "first_pt_unweighted")
.Save(hdir);

Three Plots

I/O Bound

Run the three plots at once!

• Requires futures or promises
• When any actual value is request is triggered, everything pending 

against that file is processed
• Optimizer must find common selections and take advantage of similar 

queries where it can by analyzing AST



Reproducibility



The Full Chain

Flat Ntuple Maker Analyzer Code

PlotsCould you look at a plot and know how it got there?



The Full Chain Flat Ntuple Maker

job(DiVertAnalysis,15)
{

release (Base,2.4.28)
command(rm -rf myoutput)
package(gwatts/DiVertAnalysisCode.git, e74715aa1fd5868aebb2eb649890a1e1e60f1839)

submit_pattern(jetjet.*DAOD, rm -rf myoutput; DiVertAnalysisRunner -EventLoopDriver
GRID *INPUTDS* -ELGRIDOutputSampleName *OUTPUTDS* -WaitTillDone FALSE -doBDT13Lxy false 
-doBDT13 false)
}

• Simple script to translate this into a GRID Job
• Output dataset has a predictable name

Invoke-GRIDJob -JobName $jobName -JobVersion $jobVersion –DatasetName XXX



The Query
JetPhi = from MetaData e in {from recoTree e in value(LINQToTTreeLib.QueriableTTree`1[DiVertAnalysis.recoTree]) select new 
MetaData() {Data = [e], xSectionWeight = (1 * [e].eventWeight)} => Concat({from recoTree e in 
value(LINQToTTreeLib.QueriableTTree`1[DiVertAnalysis.recoTree]) select new MetaData() {Data = [e], xSectionWeight = (1 * 
[e].eventWeight)}}) => Concat({from recoTree e in value(LINQToTTreeLib.QueriableTTree`1[DiVertAnalysis.recoTree]) select 
new MetaData() {Data = [e], xSectionWeight = (1 * [e].eventWeight)}}) => Concat({from recoTree e in 
value(LINQToTTreeLib.QueriableTTree`1[DiVertAnalysis.recoTree]) select new MetaData() {Data = [e], xSectionWeight = (1 * 
[e].eventWeight)}}) => Concat({from recoTree e in value(LINQToTTreeLib.QueriableTTree`1[DiVertAnalysis.recoTree]) select 
new MetaData() {Data = [e], xSectionWeight = (1 * [e].eventWeight)}}) => Concat({from recoTree e in 
value(LINQToTTreeLib.QueriableTTree`1[DiVertAnalysis.recoTree]) select new MetaData() {Data = [e], xSectionWeight = (1 * 
[e].eventWeight)}}) => Concat({from recoTree e in value(LINQToTTreeLib.QueriableTTree`1[DiVertAnalysis.recoTree]) select 
new MetaData() {Data = [e], xSectionWeight = (1 * [e].eventWeight)}})} from JetStream j in {from recoTreeJets j in [e].Data.Jets
select new JetStream() {JetInfo = new JetInfoExtra() {Jet = [j], Tracks = {from recoTreeTracks t in [e].Data.Tracks where (([t].pT 
>= 2) AndAlso (DeltaR2([j].eta, [j].phi, [t].eta, [t].phi) < 0.04)) select [t]}, AllTracks = {from recoTreeTracks t in [e].Data.Tracks
where (([t].pT >= 0.2) AndAlso (DeltaR2([j].eta, [j].phi, [t].eta, [t].phi) < 0.04)) select [t]}}, Weight = [e].xSectionWeight, 
EventNumber = [e].Data.eventNumber, RunNumber = [e].Data.runNumber}} where (([j].JetInfo.Jet.pT > 40) AndAlso
(Abs([j].JetInfo.Jet.eta) < 2.5)) where [j].JetInfo.Jet.LLP.IsGoodIndex() where ([j].JetInfo.Jet.pT < 550) select [j].JetInfo.Jet.phi

Query to determine 𝜙 of all jets (including reweighting, etc.).
• Also input files
• Not readable by human, but by computer…
• Stored in EXIF data
• In ROOT had to carry-along
• So, abandoned for now



Conclusions
A few simple concepts can generate a lot of benefits:

Strongly Typed: editor/tooling, if compiles then runs

Code is Data: Caching, reproducibility/preservation, efficiency with multiple queries

Translation: change shape of data on the fly, optimizations

Caching: Continuous Integration Server, Rapid development

Declarative: Multiple back-ends possible, my code does physics, backend code does the mechanics

Lots of stuff failed

File handling

Specifying common plot binning/formats

Reproducibility

Hard to deal with xAOD which uses code

Some Constraints

ROOT was the data format

C++ to access the data using TSelector (and everything is supports)

Embeded in an existing programming language so as not to reinvent all basic operations

Still Learning

Writing out an object with .AsCSV or AsTTree (input for machine learning)


